
DPC AUTUMN WALK REPORT, Saturday 2 September.  

After meeting in the Cemetery (front entrance) at 1130, we walked around the village in the 
following order:

1. Cemetery:  
◦ boundary almost cleared but has highlighted significant damage to wall and railings. 

May have to make temporary repairs until next financial year.  
◦ Rear tap needs attention at stopcock, this work is planned.  

◦ New waste bins all serviceable.  

◦ May have additional expense to get rid of all waste generated by boundary clearance 

(not covered by contract). 
◦ Need to put up posters for next clean-up 16/17 September.

2. The Green 
◦ bench needs replacing but this must come out of the normal precept as planned.  The 

proposal to use the art fund money has been shelved due to not being able to source 
an acceptable and unique design.  A wooden bench similar to those in the cemetery is 
proposed.  

◦ The lime trees are very large - one resident has requested DPC to allow them to self 

fund a reduction in the crown to allow more light - this proposal will be decided at 
FRGB.  (DPC tree survey recommended only dead wood be removed as was done this 
year.)

3. via Moorfield Road:  
◦ bus shelter will be painted this autumn/winter.  

◦ Verges around bus shelter are highways, not parish, may need to give them a nudge. 

◦ Polecat Lane has been cleared.  

4. War memorial:  
◦ SCDC have been asked to replace waste bin with a smart new one in time for 

Remembrance Sunday – they will consider.  
◦ Damage caused by recent extremely long HGV is apparent on both church wall and 

house wall opposite. 
◦ We've had confirmation from highways that cars are not illegally parked.  

◦ Bench must be treated prior to remembrance Sunday and in time for product to soak in 

– need to remind handyman.
5. The Biggen:  

◦ area is well maintained, nothing to report

◦ awaiting decision from SCDC re new dog and waste bin at entrance.  (This also applies 

to all the extra bins we have requested, e.g. Hinxton Road – SCDC are putting together 
a new team to deal with bins.)

6. Hinxton Road trees:  
◦ seems most of work has been done, but gillian will check before meeting against photos

and survey report.  Possibly one omission is removal of dead wood from horse chestnut
(tree no. 37).

7. via Rectory Road:  
◦ verges had just been cut, area looks much better.  

◦ Bus shelter seat completed, shelter will be painted this autumn/winter. 



8. via Hunts Road to the Rec. and the Playground:  
◦ all cleared up, sincere thanks to Mike Butler for his assistance with securing the area 

and extra special thanks to our Clerk and her family, who gave up most of their long 
weekend to sort out the issue.  

◦ Buchans have been informed access will be blocked until gate is made secure.  

9. via Petersfield to Millennium Garden:
◦ need to decide whether to put seat in bus shelter (only one objection received when first

proposed), bus shelter will be painted autumn/winter.  
◦ Telephone box library working well, clean and tidy.  

◦ DPC notice board needs a coat of paint.

We checked all the hanging baskets en route; some are thriving and very healthy, others not so 
good.  They are very work intensive and need dedicated volunteers to maintain.  DPC thanks to all 
parishioners who have taken on this task.  

St. John's Churchyard was cut by Envirocare this week and looks good.  Likely that the next cut 
will be an all over cut, including meadow areas.  

All benches will be refurbished – cemetery ones already done, next will be Millennium Garden.  


